Just received the announcement email this morning. As the title says, the HCI class...
will open at April 1st 2013. You can register in this class in their homepage. Based on previous session, the classes will consists of lecture videos, quizzes, and assignments and consist of following topics:

- Week 1 -- Introduction
- Week 2 -- Needfinding
- Week 3 -- Rapid Prototyping
- Week 4 -- Direct Manipulation
- Week 5 -- Heuristic Evaluation
- Week 6 -- Representations
- Week 7 -- Visual Design
- Week 8 -- Information Design
- Week 9 -- Designing Experiments
- Week 10 -- Running Experiments

You can access last session lecture video before take this class. Now, let's pray that the internet connection supports the video streaming :mrgreen:

Happy learning.